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Faculty Mentor: Dr. Bjoern Ludwar

Introduction

Discussion and Current
Progress

Results

• Developmental time is directly linked to
fitness in all organisms ¹
• Average developmental time of drosophila
from egg stage to adult form is ten days

• Higher concentrated solutions containing
methylparaben result in longer
developmental times

• Growth rate in certain species directly
impacts evolutionary success, yet exact
trade-offs to success still unknown ²

• Second run’s paraben concentration resulted
in nearly identical emergence times and
equal numbers of drosophila

• Parabens posses antimicrobial properties,
thus widely used in numerous industries

• Future trials likely will seek to find more of a
balance between the preliminary run and the
second run’s paraben concentration

• Methylparaben and ethylparaben shown to
reduce longevity and cause delayed preadult
development speed ³

• Currently in the process of finalizing the
automated wing imaging and analysis
software for use with previous two runs and
for future runs

• Hypothesize that greater developmental
speed will ultimately lead to increased
overall symmetry

Methods
Fly Rearing:
Wild type Drosophila
melanogaster with a
0.1% concentrated
solution of
methylparaben
(preliminary run) and
EtOH. Specimen kept in
an incubator which
controlled temperature,
humidity, and simulated
12-hour day/night cycles.
Wing Dissection and
Mounting:
Both wings of adult
drosophila dissected and
mounted onto an SEM
mount for electron
microscopic analysis.
Analysis and
Measurement:
Length and width of wing
vein placement
measured using
automated Wings 4
software.
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Figure 1: Schematic
representation and
comparison of preliminary
run’s time of emergence and
overall quantity of emerged
drosophila.

Figure 2: Schematic
representation and
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Figures 3 and 4: Graphical
representation and direct
comparison of preliminary
run’s emergence time and
second run’s emergence
time.
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